Terrace on the Park Pattern
Installation Best Practices and Tips.

Part Numbers: 16215,16315,16515
The following instructions reviews the best practices found when installing the ‘Terrace on the Park’ pattern mosaic from the Chapter
16 ‘Park Place’ collection. Since the ‘Terrace on the Park’ pattern mosaic is designed to be installed with virtually no grout joint, and is
a continuous pattern without “fingers,” there are a few extra precautions needed to ensure your installation goes as seamlessly and as
easily as possible.

1

Pick a starting orientation
The Terrace on the Park mosaics are designed to
be a continuous pattern without “fingers” to assist
in it orientation. Therefore extra care must be taken
to ensure that the proper pattern is maintained.
Determine which way you would like to start the
pattern and stick-with-it. As you can see on the
right, in our example, we chose to begin the pattern
where the two longest horizontal pieces are always
at the top.

2

Install Mosaic Piece Maintaning same orientation
You want pay extra attention that you are always maintaining the same orientation when installing this piece. Additionally the pattern
must be laid out as a stacked grid ensuring pattern elements continue/finish the element from the tile that proceeded it. This pattern is
also designed to be practically “butt jointed,” make sure the tile maintains grout jounts that are as tight as possible (see exploded view
below). This will ensure a clean continuious look.

3

Grout using a non-sanded grout
This patternis designed to have very tight grout
joints between the grout joins ans small dot
elements. We recommend using a non-sanded
grout as it will be able to get into the very small
joints. Follow the instructions provided by chosen
grout manufacturer for best installation results.
As all stones, we recomend sealing prior to
grouting to ensure a easier cleaning process
during and after grouting.

